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Abstract—Using label technology, a physical object may be
employed to build a continuously growing data collection, which
can, for instance, be exploited for product quality monitoring and
supply chain management. Along the object’s life-cycle, queries
to such a collection may stay quite similar, e.g., ”get unusual
observations”. However, expectations to a ”good” answer may
change, as with time different entities will come into contact with
the object. This article reports on work in progress concerning
a framework for collecting data about things, which aims at
decoupling logic employed for interpreting such a collection from
processing hardware and using the collection itself for transporting such logic. Main contributions include an approach to
hardware-abstraction of processing logic at the object or remote,
an app store for retrieving interpretation and presentation logic,
and interaction forms with such memories.
Keywords-Ubiquitous computing; RFID tags; Distributed information systems; Supply chain management.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Within the Internet of Things, physical objects may function
as a focus for digital data and services concerning the artifact
itself as well as associated things, people and processes as
presented in [1] at UBICOMM’13. This function enables an
object to take a new role as a data collector and provider in a
broad range of scenarios, e.g., users may manually associate
data with an object in order to socialize and foster discussion
in a community [2], tools may automatically collect usage data
in support of pay-by-use accounting [3], and products may
steer and document their production [4] and transport rules
that support reasoning of healthcare applications [5]. Existing
applications of such technology are typically deployed in
”closed” scenarios, i.e., requirements of users and applications
are known before the collection process starts.
This reflects only to some extent a supply chain with
continuously changing users and requirements. In order to
facilitate communication between stakeholders in such an
”open” scenario, a uniform interaction behavior of the collection
would be advantageous, e.g., a uniform way to ”check integrity”
of an object, i.e., compliance to criteria for objects or kinds of
objects specified by a third party on an individual base.
In the following, Section II provides an example scenario,
where one stakeholder has to employ logics provided by another
stakeholder. Section III summarizes requirements that arise from
this scenario. Then, Section IV wraps up work accomplished
so far concerning so-called Active Digital Object Memories

(ADOMe), a framework for processing logic in a way that
allows for embracing a broad range of infrastructure approaches
common to Internet of Things applications. Section V extends
this approach with a concept of an app store supporting
distribution of the processing logic. Section VI deals with
approaches to support user interaction with access to object
memories - by the framework itself as well as by mobile devices
and smart objects. Finally, the article concludes with a summary
of results and a discussion of future work in Section VII.
II.

S CENARIO

The following logistics scenario deals with integrity control
during transportation of a heterogeneous set of goods (see
Figure 1). Each good is packaged in a way matching its
nature (e.g., fragility) and value. All packages are tagged with
some kind of label technology, which allows for automatically
identifying the object. Depending on the respective kind of
package, this technology may range from passive RFID (Radio
Frequency IDentification) to embedded systems with integrated
sensing and processing capabilities. At the same time an
object memory was created and filled with static product and
manufacturer data, as well as criteria to be monitored in the
following. Additionally, the memory can contain information
what sensor values are interesting to the object and orders how
to treat and transport the object.
A retail chain advertises the quality of products sold in
its stores, which is subject of the company’s own, particular
strong quality guideline. In order to leverage compliance to
this guideline, the company provides business partners along
the supply chain with constraints on parameters that need
to be monitored. A supplier uses these parameters in order
to configure an integrity test for each package destined for
this particular retailer; for accuracy, input parameters should
be sensed and processed by the package itself or by IT
infrastructure near the object. Performing this configuration
task is supported by a hardware-abstraction layer, which allows
for assigning tests to packages independent from the kind of
label technology provided by the respective package.
During loading a truck (by means of this layer), a dialog between package, truck, and an app store, hosting implementations
of tests matching the retailer’s parameters, is performed. Result
of this dialog is an assignment determining which technical
component (truck or package) has to conduct the monitoring
task, an assignment, which may differ for each package.
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Figure 1. Logistics scenario with memory initialization [I], on-product criteria storage and monitoring orders [II], active logic processing [III], and external
checks [IV].

Finally, the packages arrive at the retailer’s receiving area.
There, an employee uses a mobile device in order to identify
the respective object and access its digital records - values
sensed during transport as well as testing methods and their
results. The access is performed using an app, which downloads
from the app store a method suited to visualize the test chosen
by the logistics expert. This visual adaptation is performed
automatically in the background; even for very different kinds
of packages the employee experiences always the same way
of interacting with the respective object.
At the retailer’s store some products and their new capabilities can be utilized for direct product-to-customer interaction.
E.g., a milk carton (called ”Milky”) instrumented with an
embedded controller, sensors and a display is present on a shop
shelf (see Figure 3). The milk carton tries to catch the attention
of customers with blinking eyes and an acoustic feedback. The
proximity sensor and accelerometer sensor detect the fact that
the customer is going to take the product from the shelf. Once
bought, milky activates a new mode as the product now belongs
to the customer. At this moment the sensor data tracking module
is activated and all parameters are tracked and stored in the
object’s memory. In the same manner the customer will be
also informed when the best-before day is up. The consumer
can also switch between two views, the first one being the
face of Milky and the second one showing a more factual
view by displaying the sensor’s raw data values. Depending
on the content of the milk carton a personalization module
can be started; strawberry milk could be presented as a pink
face on the display. Once the product is no more consumable,
e.g., due to an expiry of the best-before day or because the
customer has completely used it, Milky goes into the ”dead”-

state. In this mode three options are displayed on the screen:
the first one displays a map with the nearest recycling stations
to ensure correct recycling for optimizing the product’s carbon
footprint. The second option allows the customer to share his
”product-experience” over a social network. With the third and
last option the product asks the consumer if he would like to
buy the same product again.
Extending the mentioned fixed stakeholder chain, a more
flexible approach is currently emerging. The so called ”openloop” life-cycle chain is determined by the idea of supporting
different successors in each life-cycle step. This approach
allows for a flexible ”routing” of products by incorporating
different stakeholders and delaying the process of choosing
which stakeholder is next from design time to runtime (see
Figure 2). This approach demands flexible systems that support
various hardware platforms, diverse device capabilities and
different data content.
Considering such open-loop supply chains, our scenario
can be enhanced. Let’s assume our known logistics partner
equips each individual object with a dedicated embedded
system to perform the monitoring tasks. By adding additional
providers we also have to support their approach (see Figure
4). E.g., some providers equip the products only with RFID
tags with server-based storage and perform the monitoring
only on pallet- or container-level, whereas others attach an
embedded controller to each product. Such controllers provide
storage, processing and sensor capabilities. The complete data
set is created and stored locally. And other providers even do
not support direct monitoring of individual products during
transport at all. Depending on the providers involved, a retailer
might receive memories equipped with different hardware
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Figure 2. Supply chain: ”closed-loop” (left) and ”open-loop” (right) paradigm.

Figure 3. Smart milk carton ’Milky’ showing object-related recipes (1), in
anthropomorphic mode ’happy’ (2), advertising on-product re-buy task (3),
and presenting recycling information (4).

platforms and filled with data of different quality and quantity.
Summarizing, the described scenario is characterized by
the following key features:
•

Varying stakeholders

•

Varying capturing technology

•

Varying interaction devices

•

Varying interaction processes

•

Reconfiguration at any time throughout the process
III.

R ELATED W ORK

This work is related to research and development concerning
frameworks that leverage collecting and processing data related
to physical objects, and as such related to the Internet of
Things. Related research comprises embedded systems as well
as web-based data stores. So-called Collaborative Business
Items (CoBIs) illustrate the benefits of delegating small parts
of a well-defined business process - e.g., monitoring and selfassessment tasks - to objects with embedded sensing and
processing capabilities [6].
In order to decouple such a service from the employed
hardware, SmartProducts [7] seek to dynamically integrate
resources - including web-based structures - in the object’s
environment into the service realization. Complementary to our
proposal, this work puts particular emphasis on semantic device
and data descriptions for products with embedded technology.
Other projects also cover innovative solutions for the
logistics domain. European projects EURIDICE [8] and iCargo

Figure 4.
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[9] build information services platforms centered around the
individual object to increase the interaction, the exchange and
the organization of data to increase efficency and to reduce
the carbon footprint. The approach introduced in this paper
targets partially similar goals, but will utilize techniques that
can cover the entire life-cycle chain.
An example of collecting object-related data in a webbased data store is the Tales of Things electronic Memories
(TOTeM) system. It seeks to foster communication between
humans via personal stories digitally linked with things [2].
Its infrastructure shares aspects of an ADOMe, in particular a
unified approach for structuring data concerning a thing, and
open web-based information storage. The human-computerinteraction is performed by a web-based application on mobile
devices.
Similar applications focus on connecting people with
objects (e.g., like Anythinx [10], or creating object-centric
data collections for personal use (e.g., like Qipp [11]). They all
share a user interface, which allows for accessing collections
from a desktop as well as on-the-way from a smartphone; data
creation is left to the user.
Going beyond, EVRYTHNG [12] extends this general
approach with Active Digital Identities for objects, where
services linked with an object employ information collections
(concerning the object, or objects of the same kind) in order
to adapt to the user. The web-based system can be accessed
either by a desktop computer or a mobile device.
The question of how implementation and provision of such
services can be supported is addressed by Xively [13]. The
web-based service supports not only hosting and sharing object
data, but also software products and descriptions concerning
devices, which we propose to extend in a way that supports
exchanging such components across devices using unified data
structures and semantic descriptions.
A data structure for representing object memories in open
loop scenarios similar to the one mentioned in this article
has to meet particular requirements. These are addressed by
the so-called Object Memory Model (OMM), created by the
W3C Object Memory Model Incubator Group (OMM-XG)
and co-developed by the authors. The model partitions the
memory content into several blocks, each with content of
the same origin or nature (see Figure 5) [14]. Each block
consists of two parts: the payload representing the content itself
and a set of corresponding meta data defining and describing
the payload. This set of machine-readable annotations eases
the process of searching data inside object memories that
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contain heterogeneous data and are often not known in advance.
Additionally, such memories demand new interaction forms
considering machine-to-machine communication (M2M) and
human-computer-interaction (HCI) [15].
IV.

T HE ADOM E F RAMEWORK

The envisioned framework has to balance between the need
for flexibility (to support different hardware platforms, open
processes, new requirements in the future), for standardized
structures that ease data retrieval and communication among
different and cross-domain content providers and for normative
description of object-related logic. Corresponding goals to the
architecture model can be divided in three parts that reflect
a 3-tier approach to the realization of such a model, namely
the collection model for data storage (1), support for active
analysis functionality (2), and a common access architecture
and infrastructure support for hardware abstraction with an
app-store-like approach (3).
Data storage is the basic functionality of any ADOMe.
In order to enable a stakeholder to analyze data added to
the memory by another one, a common storage model is
achieved, which is shared by all parties along the object’s
life-cycle. In addition, the model should be flexible enough to
cover a large variety of data formats (including encodings and
further data types) and should ease the process of data retrieval.
Due to the cross-domain usage of such memories involving
several partners, a common infrastructure that provides an
abstract memory access (including protocol and data exchange
specifications) independent from any memory implementation
or hardware platform is necessary to ease the task of memory
access for existing and newly created applications. This
hardware abstraction layer enables a transparent access for

clients, which includes a compensation of missing object
features by the environment. Setting up activity and analysis
support on top of the data storage can extend the functionalities
of object memories, by allowing the memory to process
data autonomously based on given algorithms. Based on this
functionality we want to enable applications to ask common
(but pre-defined) semantic questions, rather than processing the
entire memory data, which might be a complicated process
due to possibly very large and capacious memories and in
contrast a slow connection speed. In addition, the memory
should pro-actively process data with rules based on expert
knowledge, and deploy results to memory storage or return
the result on queries. Finally, a mechanism to retrieve machine
and platform-compatible logic code for the given use case is
needed to support the mentioned hardware abstraction.
A. Object Identification and Data Model
To identify each physical object a unique ID is necessary
that goes along with the object during the entire life-cycle
chain and represents the corresponding object memory. Our
framework uses a unique Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
[16], [17]. This approach has the advantage that URLs can
be used to easily create unique identifiers and to directly
indicate the type of memory access (web-based via a httpconnection). This URL can be attached to physical objects
in different ways. The options range from simple machinereadable 1D- or 2D-codes (e.g., barcodes, DataMatrix Codes or
QR Codes) [18]–[20] to more sophisticated wireless solutions
like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [21] and Near Field
Communication (NFC) [22], or the well-known standards like
Bluetooth [23] and Wi-Fi [24]. Both approaches can be easily
accessed with the help of a smartphone or tablet.
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The foundation of the framework is the storage of objectrelated data. To structure this data a data model covering
the requirements of open-loop scenarios is necessary. In our
approach we use the aforementioned Object Memory Model
(OMM) for structuring the memory content in blocks composed
of the payload and additional meta data (see Figure 5). In the
following, we will describe the set of meta data in detail.
The first attribute, called ID, is a unique identification
for each block represented as string. The next four attributes
are intended for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication
purposes. The Namespace is represented as URN and can be
used to indicate that the payload has a defined content and
a standardized type (e.g., ”urn:objectdata:pml”). This
allows for direct access to the payload, if the reader supports
the namespace. Format is just the MIME-Type of the payload.
Subject contains a tag cloud like structure to annotate the
block payload with free text tags (e.g., ”manual”), hierarchical
text tags with a point as delimiter (e.g., ”norms.din.a4”) and
ontology concepts (e.g., ”http://s.org/o.owl#Color”). The Type
attribute is a Dublin Core DCMI Type Vocabulary Type [25].
The following two attributes create a modification history for
this block. Creator is a tuple of the entity that created the
block and a corresponding timestamp. In addition, Contributor
is a list of tuples with entities that change the block and
the corresponding timestamps. Finally, the last two attributes
are rather intended for human-computer-interactions (HCI).
Title contains a human readable short title for this block and
Description contains a longer textual description, both with
support for multiple languages.
In case that the payload has a very large size and does not
fit into the memory (e.g., located in an embedded system) or
the data is redundant and used in many similar memories, the
payload can be out-sourced. This is done by an additional Link
attribute that indicated the source of the payload (e.g., in the
World Wide Web).
Furthermore, each memory contains a header that includes
the unique ID of this memory and an optional list of links
to additional blocks (e.g., that are out-sourced due to space
restrictions) and a table of contents (ToC) that provides the
meta data information from all blocks to enable applications
to get an overview of the memory content without the need to
download and access all blocks.
Generally, the OMM does not provide a set of regulations for
the block payload, so the users are free to store the information
in the way they want or in the way they have defined with other
partners. However, the model includes three pre-defined blocks
useful in several scenarios. The OMM-ID Block carries a list
of identification codes combined with the corresponding string
type and a validity timestamp or time-span. The OMM-Structure
Block indicates relations of the physical object to other objects,
without the need of additional formats. The user can use one
or several of the following fixed relations: isConnectedWith,
isPartOf, hasPart and isStoredIn. Each relation can also be
combined with a validity time span. The OMM-Key-Value
Template provides a container for an arbitrary amount of keyvalue-pairs that can be used in many use cases.
In addition, we added a proposal for additional blocks
(called OMM+) extending the OMM meta model. The OMM+
Semantic Block is an extension of the OMM-Structure Block
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Figure 6.

Hierarchical view of OMM-related components.

and allows the definition of arbitrary relations similar to
ontology relations (e.g., provided by RDF and OWL) relative
to the physical object. Each relation consists of a triple (subject,
predicate, and object) represented by uniform resource identifiers (URIs) combined with a validity statement. To indicate the
physical object itself the URI urn:omm:this is used. The
predicate can be use case specific or use common RDF/OWL object relations. It is also possible to include the OMM-Structure
Block relations, e.g., the isConnectedWith relation by using the URI urn:omm:structure:isConnectedWith.
This block allows the definition of simple semantic statements
that can be processed semantically (e.g., with a graph reasoner)
or without a reasoner just compare the strings of the relation
triple.
The OMM+-Embedded Block is meant to integrate an entire
OMM-based memory into a specific block. In use cases where
objects are physically combined to a compound object, or if
access is physically hindered by arrangement of objects, it
might be the case that the attached ID or the embedded system
cannot be reached any longer. The problem can be solved by
copying the object’s memory, e.g., to the memory of the factory,
so its memory can be accessed even if the object’s label can
no longer be reached. A specific subject meta data attribute
primaryID.<ID of integrated object> is used to
indicate the embedded memory’s ID without the need of
extracting the memory itself.
B. Storage Infrastructure and Communication Interfaces
The storage infrastructure built on top of this data model is
divided in two components. Firstly, a generic software library
(libOMM) was developed to integrate the object memory model
into Java- and C#-applications and can handle local XML-based
OMM-representations. Secondly, we extended this library to a
dedicated object server system called Object Memory Server
(OMS) [26]. Figure 6 shows a hierarchical view of the OMMrelated components. This server is divided into several modules
that can be compiled depending on the intended application
(see Figure 7).
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To foster the usage of digital object memories, the access
to memories is not restricted in general. However, the OMS
is equipped with a role-based security module. The owner of
a memory can restrict read and write operations for specific
blocks or the entire memory. Three approaches are available
to grant access to memories: passwords, certificates, and
electronic ID cards. The simple approach uses a username and
a password stored in a white-list containing all entities with
access permissions. The more sophisticated approach utilizes
digital certificates based on the ITU standard X.509 [27]. With
certificates an additional way of restriction is possible: the
certificate chain mode. This mode demands that an accessing
entity uses a valid certificate and this certificate must provide
a valid certificate chain with respect to the root certificate
of the memory. The owner can select between two options.
First the certificate must be directly signed by the owner or
secondly a valid chain to the owner is sufficient. The latter
option allows for certificate users to create their own child
certificates and deploy them to other users of the memory. This
approach lacks the risk that the user pool can be extended
in an uncontrolled manner, but allows to distinguish between
different ”subcontractors” (each using individual certificates
inherited from a accepted authority) without any administrative
costs by the memory owner. Finally, we created a prototype
application based on the new German ID card (nPA). This card
is issued to German citizens by the local registration offices
and provides an electronic identification (eID) mechanism to
create a unique but anonymous and application dependent ID
for each card. This can be utilized to restrict memory access
to such eIDs by using an DOMe infrastructure with access
control [28], [29].
To increase the level of security the system also prevents
the possibility of creating plagiarism by duplicating memories.
If a server-based approach is used, the given API allows only
block-based memory access, so each block has to be copied to
another fake memory, but these ”new” blocks contain different
creator information than the origin. If a solution based on RFIDtags is used, the framework can add an additional hash value
incorporating the entire memory and the tag ID. A simple copy
of the tag data breaks this hash value, due to a different tag

ID. For more complex scenarios a more sophisticated solution
providing a secure provenance change is described in the next
section.
For memory interaction tasks two different interfaces are
available (see Figure 6). Applications can use a RESTful
HTTP-interface to access, to supplement and to modify object
memories. End users can alter memories with the built-in webbased HTML5 user interface that can be utilized within a
standard browser on multiple different devices. As mentioned
before each memory can be accessed with a unique URL
that serves simultaneously as access point and as the object’s
primary ID. This URL begins with the DNS name or IP address
of the OMS and ends with the name of the memory. In between
the caller indicates which module of the OMS should be
triggered. This module can be set to ’st’ for the RESTful
storage interface or to ’web’ for the HTML5 user interface.
Further actions and commands deployed to this module are
added to this generic URL part. In the following, we use an
exemplary memory that is stored on an OMS and accessible
at the domain ’sampleoms.org’ and the sample memory named
’s memory’:
http://sampleoms.org/st/s_mem
http://sampleoms.org/web/s_mem
The RESTful interface, represented throughout the ’st’ path,
maps the functions and operations of the mentioned libOMM.
The URL path .../st/s_mem/block/_ids/ retrieves the
list of all blocks with their IDs that allows applications to
access the entire memory. For data retrieval located in a block
with unknown ID the function .../st/s_mem/toc/ can
be utilized to get the table of contents of this memory that
is a compressed set of meta data from all blocks (e.g., large
meta data like clear text description and tags are excluded).
Finally, a direct access to block meta data is possible, e.g., to
access the creator of a block an application can use URL
part .../st/s_mem/<blockID>/meta/creator/ or
.../st/s_mem/<blockID>/payload/ to access or to
change the block payload.
C. Smart Binary Encoding and Secure Provenance
The proposed Object Memory Model and its XML representation can be easily used on a server-based infrastructure with
virtually unlimited storage space. Introducing technologies with
smaller storage spaces like RFID-tags [21], [30], [31] or cheap
embedded controllers do not provide enough capacity to store
all memory related metadata, not even by using compressed
binary representations. To foster the usage of OMM-based
memories even on such technologies, we introduce a contextaware dynamic schema-based mapping approach (see Figure 8)
to reduce the overhead of OMM metadata [32]. The mapping
schema is utilized to define the mapping process between OMSinterfaces and the corresponding byte stream. The advantage of
this approach is to be format-independent by concentrating the
mapping logic to the schema rather than using inflexible formatdependent code. The schema is created by an author, delivered
to each stakeholder of this object memory and combined
with the corresponding OMM access code. The storage space
contains only the raw binary memory content.
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The schema itself contains rules to map the binary content
to code interfaces. In this sample schema, the namespace
metadata of a block is defined. The <composition>-section
defines the structure of the corresponding binary part. Due to
the variable length of a namespace, the binary representation
consists of a length indicator (one byte) with a restriction to
a maximum of 32 bytes and a value (the namespace string
itself) as UTF-8 string. The <interface>-part defines a code
interface including methods that enable the mapper to retrieve
the data to be written and to transfer the loaded binary data
to the application logic. The definition allows for specifying
methods (e.g., for Java or C++ implementations) as well as
properties (e.g., for C# or PHP implementations).
The mapping process supports different modes. First, it
simply streams the given object memory data to a byte array
and vice versa based on the schema definitions. The more
advanced modes allow the schema author to limit specific
information, e.g., the length of the title block metadata or the
number of blocks of a specific type. In addition, priorities can
be defined for each part of the metadata model to allow the
mapper to dynamically drop metadata and blocks with low
priority. This process can be applied in two different ways:
only to newly written or changed blocks or retroactively to all
existing blocks in the memory. The quality and quantity of this
loss of information is transparently retrieved by the respective
application.
The framework presented in the previous chapters is meant
to leverage the process of free access to object memories, to
encourage different stakeholders to contribute available data
to such memories. However, other use-cases demand a more
controlled and secured memory structure. E.g., in a pharma
setting where drugs are filled in boxes, then are transported to
a pharmacy and finally are sold to customers a consistently and
verifiable documentation for these life-cycle steps is needed
to ensure the necessary quality requested by the customer. For
such purposes the object memory model can be extended, to
guarantee the integrity and the authenticity of the memory
and to prevent subsequent modifications and amendments of
the stored data, as well as the illegal erasing of unwanted
information similar to EPC Pedigree approach [33].
This goal is achieved with the help of an extended model by
adding the following information to each block (see Figure 9).
First, a hash-value of the block content (the metadata and the
payload) is generated by concatenating the content and using a
SHA-512 [34] hash function. Second, the ID of the predecessor
block to connect each block with its predecessor is added.
Third, a cryptographic signature is created by using standard
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Figure 9.
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X.509-certificates [27] and a private key. The aforementioned
two values are integrated as certificate extensions. Finally, the
signature of the last (meaning the most recent block) is stored
on an additional authority server. This server contains the
certificate of the most recent block for several memories.
These modifications can prevent an attacker to add additional blocks or to change existing blocks because he needs a
private key to generate valid certificates. In addition, an attacker
can no longer remove unwanted blocks from a memory because
the integrity chain (linking each block with its predecessor)
would be broken in this case. Finally, the authority server
shows the certificate of the most recent block for each memory
such that it is not possible to remove this block without
leaving a broken integrity chain. However, since such techniques
cannot be used directly by users, e.g., within a web browser,
applications have to be extended (by using the mentioned
libOMM or the RESTful interfaces) to benefit from this
approach.
V.

H ARDWARE A BSTRACTION

The aforementioned scenario involves a heterogeneous set of
goods equipped with different techniques, ranging from simple
barcodes to embedded systems with storage and processing
capabilities. In our sample scenario, a user does not have to care
about processing power and storage capabilities of the hardware
used to implement the object memory. In order to achieve this
goal, the ADOMe framework includes a data access interface,
which provides abstraction that allows accessing users and the
objects themselves to complement their missing functionalities
on their own, or at least to inform the outer environment about
requested but not available functionalities.
This concept utilizes the aforementioned ADOMe framework that is built on modular software components. It allows the
framework to run on a large variety of platforms raging from
high-end servers to small embedded systems (see Figure 10).
The framework’s RESTful interface decouples communication
with a memory from its concrete hardware and software implementation. In addition, it enables systems lacking embedded
ADOMe functions (e.g., for logic processing) to outsource
these to server-based ADOMe solutions by passing-through
incoming requests.
In fact, we distinguish three kinds of instrumentation
types and interaction approaches, respectively (see Figure
10). These solutions range from a packaging instrumented
minimalistically with a barcode or an RFID-tag that can be
read during the production and by any mobile compatible device,
or instrumented with a fully integrated intelligent embedded
system, incorporated into the packaging during the production
process.
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Figure 11. Performing built-in and on-product integrity checks on a smart
package equipped with ADOMe and accessed by a mobile handheld device.
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Figure 10. ADOMe hardware abstraction ranging from ”off-product” memories
linked via barcodes to ”on-product” embedded systems.

The first approach, called off-product, is focused on a
lightweight object instrumentation with a barcode or RFID-tag.
An external device with internet connection is necessary to
access the data stored on server-based solution (e.g., Object
Memory Server). The reading and visualization of the data
is done with the consumer’s own internet compatible device.
The drawback of this approach is that it heavily relies on
the instrumented environments providing services like sensor
measurements and data connections. An access to memory data
is only possible with available internet connection. On the other
hand, the centralized storage allows an access to memory data
without access to the physical object.
Whereas the off-product scenario relies heavily on a dedicated infrastructure, the on-product scenario uses the full power
of the inbuilt embedded system. Such systems (like Gadgeteer
[35], Arduino [36] or other embedded controllers) are directly
included within the packaging and are constantly tracking the
physical properties of the product like temperature, humidity,
air pressure, geo-localization over GPS position, or even shock
detection, and thus enabling a precise autonomous tracking.
Integrated visualization (ranging from simple multicolor LEDs
to touch displays) allow users to get a full overview of the status
of the intelligent product and to inspect the object’s memory
(see Figure 11) without the need of an external device (e.g.,
like a smartphone or tablet). The drawback of this solution
is that the costs are much higher than simple barcodes or
RFID stickers, due to the electronic components that need to
be embedded into the packaging to realize the sensor value
tracking. In addition, the memory data is only accessible as
long as the physical device is in range if there is no distributed
backup server kept in sync.
A hybrid solution set between the on-product and offproduct approach is the so called incycling approach [37],
[38] that might be a solution for the following cases: the
cost-benefit ratio of the product concerning the price of an on-

product instrumentation and the given surplus value of a local
object memory is below 1, or the on-product instrumentation
is only meaningful for a short term or a short life-cycle phase.
Hence, incycling proposes the following scenario: a product is
instrumented at a specific point of time (e.g., a new lify-cycle
phase). As soon as the next phase is applied (e.g., the product
is consumed or local sensors are not needed anymore) the
intelligent board is removed from the package and is attached
to a new object that is just entering this phase. Due to the fact
that such an on-product memory can be reused in a closed-loop
and the costs are distributed over several carriers of the memory,
the value of benefit is increased significantly. Sample incycling
applications range from attaching an embedded controller to
a solid product during transport to workpiece carriers that
provide memory functionalities for each workpiece that is
carried through the production line.
The next evolution is the integration and processing of
logic code directly inside such active object memories. This
approach has the advantage that there is no need for an external
device to execute the logic code, no need to download the
entire memory content to this device and no need to keep
code ready for each platform and for every object type. The
code fragments (called snippets) are stored in blocks inside the
memory. This allows manufacturers to deliver their products
with build-in quality check or monitoring scripts. The snippets
can be addressed with a unique ID or a semantic concept (e.g.,
”#QualityCheck”) stored in the block meta data. The latter one
can be deemed as definition of semantic questions and accessed
from external sources that trigger such concepts as asking a
question (trigger of ”#QualityCheck” equals asking the question
”Are you ok?”). To complement the activity module, snippets
can also be triggered event-based or by a so called heartbeat
timer. The event-based mechanism allows users to define a set
of monitored blocks for each snippet and the activity module
triggers the snippet each time these blocks are changed. The
heartbeat represents a timer, that allows for snippet execution
in a defined period (e.g., every 30 minutes).
The processing and execution location (either in embedded systems ”on-product” or on server-based solutions ”offproduct”) is transparent for the access application. In case of
no fitting software module available in memory, an access
to a so called app store is possible based on a semantically
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defined logic description. This store contains a large set of
logic modules for different applications and platforms, ranging
from fixed domain-specific code to generic modules capable of
parametrization. If available the framework downloads, installs
and executes the downloaded module from the store (see Figure
12). Client applications performing operations based on memory
data can be extended with in-memory or app store modules
the same way.
VI.

U SER I NTERACTION WITH O BJECT M EMORIES

In the following section, we describe the interaction forms
with smart objects within the already mentioned logistic process
starting at the warehouse and ending at the customer’s house.
The kind of interaction used within these scenarios is closely
linked to the hardware type and chosen packaging type.
During the entire logistics chain, an intelligent product will
need to go through several checks and validation processes
until reaching the end consumer. In the first stage, the product
leaves the production phase, in which an object memory was
created and filled with static product and manufacturer data.
This is done by machine-to-machine (M2M) communication
without any user involvement. The special monitoring or
processing capabilities of some products can be achieved with
the already mentioned snippets that can perform such tasks.
The manufacturer adds tailored snippets to the object memory
and starts execution. If the product is equipped with an onboard memory the snippets are inside the embedded controller
otherwise (in the off-product case) the execution is done within
the object memory server.
During transport sensor values are generated, e.g., by monitoring temperature, humidity, acceleration, and position either
by the object itself (on-product) or by the environment (offproduct). Since memories may contain hierarchical information
about their environment, sensor data measured at higher levels
(e.g., on container or palette level) can be passed to and stored
in lower levels (e.g., a transport box or the object itself). The
continuously updated memory can be accessed (pulled) with a
simple web-browser or control station directly (off-product, via
OMS) or by relaying information to higher levels (on-product),
e.g., palettes relay data to containers and these containers sync
their data to web-based OMS. Additional important data can
also be pushed by active memories with the help of output
channels triggered by snippets (e.g., a product can send an
email as soon as a temperature threshold is exceeded).

Figure 13. Client application displaying ADOMe-based measurements created
by a software module downloaded from an external appstore.

Some products may require special treatment or have
to comply with special customer demands. In our scenario,
compliance is verified by a worker by means of a mobile
device (smartphone or tablet). Once the worker has scanned
the barcode or RFID-tag attached to the object, an app running
on the mobile device connects to the on-product memory or
the off-product object memory server. In case of an on-product
memory the app can directly access the memory, e.g., with WiFi Direct [39] or Bluetooth [23]. The app retrieves memories
nearby with the UPnP [40] standard (see also Figure 11). The
snippet store is available as smartphone or tablet app and is
structured and handled the same way as known app stores
on such devices. A check for available snippets regarding the
specific object is performed and displayed to the user. He
or she can select the favored one and automatic upload and
activation process is initiated (see Figure 12). Such snippets
ease the process of adding and adjusting additional monitoring
and processing logic.
The identical concepts and hardware extended with a display
can be integrated in products of everyday life. An example
is the already mentioned milk carton ”Milky” that supports
direct product-to-consumer interaction within three life-cycle
steps [41]. Due to the highly instrumented product no further
infrastructure or tools are necessary to interact with the carton.
In the advertising phase (intended to raise the customer’s
attention) product-related data is presented via the built-in
display. A generic framework gets all related data from the
object memory. Information is provided by the manufacturer and
can be extended by the retailer. Once bought, milky continues
monitoring conditions like temperature and humidity without
any user interaction if the customer allows such tasks in his
or her preferences. Otherwise, milky asks the customer. Any
condition violations are displayed. At home milky informs
about best-before dates coming closer based on a memory
data set by the manufacturer and possibly adjusted by sensor
readings (e.g., higher temperatures are measured and the bestbefore date is set to an earlier date) Once the content is
consumed recycling information are displayed regarding the
current position. In addition to these presentations based on
raw data, the object can also display the ’face’ of milky (see
Figure 14). This anthropomorphic style presents the ’mood’
of the milk carton. The system provides four different moods:
happiness, sadness, amorousness and annoyance reflecting the
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